Certified Interior Design
Professional

Session #8
Furniture Construction

What’s inside a piece of furniture that you select for
your clients, will make a difference on your business.

What’s Inside?

If you select poor craftsmanship and cheap
materials, they will remember that you told them to
buy it.
You need to know what you’re selling, and why it
costs what it costs.

Main Furniture Categories:

Casegoods

Case goods: Wood furniture, tables, dressers,
hutches, and dining chairs

Main Furniture Categories:

Upholstery

Upholstery: Sofas, stuffed chairs

Main Furniture Categories:

Soft-goods

Soft-goods: Bedding, throw pillows

Main Furniture Categories:

Window Treatments

Window Treatments: Blinds, drapes, window toppers

Main Furniture Categories:

Accessories

Highpoint North Carolina

Accessories: Plants, decorative books, pottery,
lighting rugs

Before earning the title Furniture Capital of the
World, North Carolina’s presence in the furniture
industry began in the 1890s with six furniture plants.
Since then, the industry has expanded, and today
many of the world’s foremost names in furniture call
North Carolina home.
Twice a year, the world’s furniture industry travels to
North Carolina to take part in the High Point Market,
a week-long furnishings exhibition that provides the
world’s most comprehensive product selection and
new product showcase. “The Market” is for industry
professionals only, but many of the furnishings on
display there will show up in nearby furniture stores
and outlets once the Market ends.

Must Know Information…
 How it’s built and Why you need to know that
 What is furniture filled with and what choices
you’ll need to make in the future

 What makes up a quality furniture piece and what
you should avoid

Best frame for upholstered goods is made from solid,
kiln dried hardwood.
Look for Oak or Alder
Generally speaking, plywood and particleboard
frames are inferior, especially if they are held
together with staples. However, additional layers of
plywood may help reinforce the frame, so as you can
see, construction matters as much as material. In
case you have to choose a sofa with a plywood
frame, make sure it has at least 11- 13 layers of
plywood and not fewer.

The best frame is made out of kiln dried wood. The
process of kiln drying removes all moisture from the
wood, enabling it to retain its shape and stability
over a long period of time.
A frame made of green wood can shrink or crack as it
dries. Soft wood can bend and break easily, while
knotted wood is also prone to cracks.

Kiln Dried Wood

The seating support is also an important component
in determining the quality of a sofa. It works in
tandem with the frame and the filling.
A sturdy frame provides an anchor for good seating
support and filling augments it.

Furniture Joinery
In a good quality frame special attention is also paid
to the joints which are glued, dowelled and screwed.
The corners are further strengthened by the addition
of reinforcing blocks for extra support and strength.
Mortise-and-Tenon Joints
A joint is made using this method by fitting a
somewhat square peg into a somewhat square hole.
Actual shapes vary, but in general, the tighter the fit
between the mortise (hole) and tenon (peg), the
stronger the joint. Glues, wedges and locking
secondary pegs may be used in conjunction with the
mortise and tenon to make the joint even stronger
Dovetail and Dowel Joinery
The Dovetail joint is often seen in box or drawer
construction. This is very similar to mortise-andtenon joinery in that the joint is comprised of a
wedge-shaped tenon (the "tail") on one component
that overlaps a corresponding wedge-shaped slot in
a second component.
Today, dowel joinery largely replaces mortise-andtenon joints of the past and dovetails are machinecut and joined in seconds. Today’s furniture
construction adhesives are stronger than wood, set
rapidly, and can better stand harsh environments
and heavy use than early adhesives used in furniture
manufacturing.

The eight-way hand tied springs system is one of the
best support systems. The craftsman connects each
spring to the adjoining one with a strong twine. The
twine passes front to back, side to side and then
diagonally in both directions thus tying each spring
securely.

Another method is sinuous spring construction.
Sinuous springs are “S” shaped and run from the
front of the seat to the back. These springs are
supported by additional wires that cross from side to
side. This also makes for a strong seat, and it might
be the preferred option in a sleeker style or smaller
frame as it requires less space.
The third option is web suspension in which bands of
webbing cross the seat and back. These are then
attached to the frame to make a platform for the
cushions. Webbing can be made of either natural or
man-made fibers, and if used alone doesn’t make for
very strong support. However, in better quality sofas,
it is used with a tensioner that fastens the webbing
securely to the frame. The web suspension is the
least preferable of the seating support options.
In the end, quality doesn’t come cheap, but a good
quality sofa will stay more comfortable and retain its
looks for a long time. So consider buying the best
quality that you can afford.

Choices

The most common filling is high density
polyurethane. Obviously, the higher the density, the
firmer the cushion will be. Make sure that you are
getting high density foam, as lower quality foam can
start breaking down pretty quickly causing sags and
the fabric does not sit taut when that happens.
Dacron wrapped foam is the cheapest option, but
again it won’t last as long.

Cushion Density

If you want a really soft seat then consider down
cushions. These are considered to be the premium
choice, and they are also among the most expensive.
High quality cushions will have down proof ticking
under the upholstery fabric to prevent feathers from
poking through.
Be warned that cushions filled just with down are
very high maintenance requiring daily attention.
Down used in combination with other materials is a
good option, but also another expensive option.
Pads made out of a Dacron polyester fiber and down,
known as Blendown pads, are wrapped around high
density foam.
These pads can also be used with springs that have
been wrapped up in foam. High density foam
surround the springs that are then wrapped in down
pads. The result is a soft surface with a strong,
resilient support inside. This is a good option as the
cushions do not lose their shape easily.

•
•
•
•
•

Bun
Turned
Tapered
Plinth
Queen Anne

Quality Furniture usually has handcrafted details,
numerous choices, and a price tag that reflects that.

• Slab cushion, button detail box cushions, contrast
welt, wood base
• Tuxedo sofa (high arms the same height as the
back, slab cushion, tufted back, nail head details,
square plinth legs

• Multi Pillow back, two seat sofa, box welt seat,
pleated skirt, overstuffed rolled arm.
• Three cushion sofa with two accent pillows, box
welted cushions, pleated skirt, and traditional
rolled arm.

• Three cushion sofa with 5 accent throw pillows,
nail head details, plinth leg, straight cushion
• Three cushion sofa with pleated arm, T-cushion,
baseball stitch box cushions

Be Aware…

What does "Solid Wood" mean and what is "Quality"
construction?
Several different woods are often used in the
construction of a single piece of furniture. For
example, the term solid cherry or solid mahogany
doesn’t necessarily mean that all of the wood used
in the construction of that furniture piece is cherry,
mahogany, or even solid wood.
With some companies, it only means that all
exposed parts of the piece are made of that furniture
wood or solid. The frame and other parts not visible
to the eye.

The interior construction of a piece of wood
furniture often plays a more important role in its
longevity than its beautifully finished or natural
exterior wood.
For larger furniture surfaces, such as table tops,
cabinet doors, dresser tops and sides, wide boards
may be cut into narrower planks and then bonded
back together.
Sheets of chipboard, particleboard, fiberboard or
engineered wood may be used on the backs of
cabinets or as base materials for tops and panels.
These sheets are made by combining resins and
bonding agents with wood particles, chips or flakes.
Medium density fiberboard, or MDF, is an example of
this process. When fused under intense heat and
pressure, the resulting panel has consistent, uniform
strength, is resistant to warping, cracking and
splitting, and has no knots or other surface
imperfections.
Plywood and ply construction techniques are also
used in making furniture. In furniture making,
creating plies involves adding layers, each placed
across the previous layer’s grain, to a solid wood or
particleboard core. Adhesives are placed on each
layer and then permanently bonded together under
high pressure. These large flat panels are then often
framed in solid wood and covered by veneers to
recreate the look of one large piece of wood.
• Solid wood
• Planked wood
• Parquet top

Wood Finishes

Wood Furniture Finishes
Furniture that is described as "oak finish”, ”maple
finish”, “cherry finish", etc. may mean that the
laminates used in the piece are made to look like
those furniture woods, and/or that the piece of
furniture has been stained using those finishes, even
though the actual wood may be a less expensive or
more readily available species.
A proper finish requires several coats of oil, wax,
lacquer or paint to the wood surfaces. Sometimes
the grain is "highlighted" using steel wool. Other
than hardwood stains, other types of finishes used in
wood furniture construction are:
Pickled. Open pores of the wood are treated with a
pigment for contrast. The background of the wood is
either left natural or may be stained.
Glazed. Glazes are often used to even out a lighter
and darker areas after the staining and sealing
process. Glazes maybe transparent or semitransparent.
Distressed. Distressed furniture finishes involve
scuffing “beating up” the furniture to achieve an
aged, rustic look with “character”. Distressing, or “fly
specking” can be accomplished using anything from
a chain with bolts to a paintbrush dipped in black
paint to give the wood furniture an aged look.
Painted. Painted furniture tends to show flaws in the
wood, so pieces that are earmarked for a paint finish
may need additional preparation to remove any
imperfections in the wood before the finish is
applied.
Lacquered. Clear and tinted lacquers may also be
used to show off the beauty and grain of natural or
stained wood. Tinted or opaque finishes change the
color of the wood and can make two different woods
appear to be the same. Lacquer finishes may be flat
or buffed to a high gloss and provide water
resistance and extra protection and durability to
furniture.

Powder Coating is a durable, chemically hardened
type of finish for metal furniture.

Powder Coating

Design For Real Living
• Who will be using the space?
• Durability
• Style
• Do they entertain?
• Busy or rarely used?
• Casual or formal

Also Must Know…
 Special order furniture takes at least 6 weeks

 Most quality furniture has a limited warranty
 You can sell furniture from a picture if you
do it right.

 Visit your local furniture store
and see which vendors are
available
 Look into the construction of the
furniture brands that you like
 Create your favorite go-to vendor
list and know what to expect
from them.

Homework for Session #8

